Geog 3040

Exam
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a lot
Exam

- Take-home format
- Due by 9 am, 18 Dec 2017, at the drop box, 4th floor Ross building, north elevator lobby
Exam Format

- Choose one essay question.
- Write about as much as you would in a 2-hour exam.
Question 1

What generates the situations that people call “environmental injustice”? Are there any general patterns or principles?
Question 2

What does the ‘urban’ add to the discussion of environmental justice?
Answers

• You should show a familiarity with the course content, course readings.
• The use of suitable example material is advisable, can be from your own research.
References, citations

• Exam differs from regular assignments
  – In which you need to document your research
• But anything you have to look up should be documented
  – Quotations
  – You must acknowledge through citation sources used.
Course wrap-up

• Instructor will be away 7-15 Dec
• Exam and assignment grading will occupy most of the remaining exam period
  – Please be patient for grade information
  – Will post grades to course website when available
  – Assignments available in January
Questions about the Exam

• This is an exam, so after today’s class instructor can only answer procedural questions
  – Length, due date, where to drop off etc.,
• Not questions about how you answer the questions
"I'd like to thank google, wikipedia and copy & paste"